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Background:
The 1965-'70 Mustangs supply their instruments with a regulated 5 volts. But the voltage is
not regulated in the modern sense, such that it is steady 5 volts DC. Instead, the battery
voltage is switched on and off quickly so that the average value of the pulsing voltage is 5
volts.
Unfortunately, this pulsing voltage confuses Centroid's capacitive senders. The circuit below
can be used to provide a modern regulated 5 volts to the gauge, and thus through the gauge
to the sender, which will allow the sender to work correctly.
MUSTANG.CDR drawing changes:
2/10/09 Update email address.
2/12/01 Clarify 12V connection.
8/20/99 Add discussion
8/25/99 Add voltmeter checks
8/25/99 Change header to '65-'70
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and 5.10 volts
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the other instruments)
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Radio Shack 270-1217
(inline fuseholder, $1.89)
Radio Shack 270-1005
(1 amp fuse, $1.29)
Vign(12V)**
tap
Vign(12V) should be battery voltage that turns
off when the ignition switch is turned off.
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Radio Shack sells squeezable taps for tapping
into existing wires. You'd first have to find the
gauge of the wire you'd be tapping into (one
coming out of the fuse block to the instrument
cluster would be good).

Radio Shack
276-1770
(7805 voltage
regulator,$1.49)Then select the tap and wire from the following

Radio Shack
276-1368
(heat sink,
$1.49)
Radio Shack
274-658
(terminal strip,
$1.59)

table that match the wire you're tapping into:
10-12ga-- tap=64-3140, wire=278-565 (12ga)
14-18ga-- tap=64-3052, wire=278-1220 (18ga)
If this seems confusing, an auto repair place
shouldnt have trouble making the connection for
you. Do it with the ignition off (battery positive
disconnected would be even safer).

